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Since the day Donald Trump announced his presidential campaign, the left has waged a demented war
against him.

Liberals used to pride themselves on their ultra-hipness, but Trump has turned them into weeping little girls
in pink party dresses. The very people who once mocked right-wingers for (allegedly) overreacting to every
little thing are now the ones hyperventilating and hatching insane conspiracy theories.

During the campaign, and even more so after his victory, the left went nuts. Everything Trump does sends
them into a moral panic. Everything is a constitutional crisis.

Members of the self-proclaimed "Resistance" -- journalists, politicians, professors, judges, comedians, movie
stars, Twitter pundits, even Oprah and Lindsey Vonn! -- are literally shaking because Trump is literally
Hitler!

Now Ann Coulter skewers the various elements of "The Resistance" -- the pussy-hat brigade, the Russian-
collusion witch hunters, the media alarmists, the campus hysterics, and more. They talk about Russia?
They're the ones meddling with our democracy by trying to overturn the results of the election with their
relentless attacks.

The biggest result of the Trump era may be our cultural institutions' total loss of credibility.
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Jeff says

Ann Coulter's take on the 2016 election and its aftermath. A lot of this ground has been covered in her
previous books, but there are enough fresh insights that make it well worth reading, considering that her
previous two books predicted both Donald Trump's election and what the left's mob-like reaction to that
would be.

As always, she backs up even her most provocative statements with well-documented facts.

Erik says

This exceeded expectations. A fast, witty run-through of the conduct of a few cable channels and some
foreign billionaires' newsletters in the days leading to The Current Year. Coulter recaps plenty of incidents
that may have gone forgotten by even the dankest MAGA connoisseurs.

The ending is truly uplifting and inspirational.

Irinel Finco says

I stayed up all night and finished this book, was hard to put it down. In her usual witty style, Ann brings the
truth out and denounces the insanity of liberals.

Robert Larson says

Another classic Coulter effort. 65 million "Deplorables" are being targeted by the Left and corrupt
media like this country has never seen. President Trump is making the 4th branch of our government
(the unelected unaccountable bureaucracy), the historically Left biased media (propaganda machine),
etc.

Another classic Coulter effort. 65 million Deplorables are being targeted by the Left and the corrupt media
like this country has never seen. President Trump is making the 4th branch of the government (the unelected
unaccountable bureaucracy) and the media really nervous.

Victor Elkind says

She saved the best for last!



More an essay than a book, just listen to the last chapter and you will extract 90% of the value.

I like her sense of humor and there is no doubt her central thesis about the press is spot on if a touch
hyperbolic for comedic effect.

The first 23 chapters are devoted to examples of media distortion, most of which I was already painfully too
aware.

Even Ann’s sardonic takes, don’t completely relieve the tedium of the lists of examples she uses for factual
support.

If you already believe that the news is a political narrative, you can jump to the ending and save some time.

0n the other hand, If you think you’re hearing the truth, read the whole book and prepare to have your mind
changed!

Rich says

A very good, concise read

Not generally an Ann Coulter fan, but this one had me intrigued. I wasn’t disappointed. You don’t me either,
trust me!

David Lubin says

Solid reporting

A concise and easy to understand evaluation of the media and Trump. The conclusion will leave you
wondering how we got there.

James Francis McEnanly says

Is this any way to run a resistance movement?

Americans have always been fond of the idea of a ragtag group of rebels working to defeat a massive empire.
Currently, we have a new resistance movement, which is unlike any we have seen before. Rather than a
small group of rebels, we have a resistance movement that consists mainly of the kind of people that
previous resistance groups were resisting. In her book, Ann Coulter describes the collusion between the Press
and Government to overthrow Donald Trump. Like all her books, it is well documented, and we'll written.



Chris Sosa says

"Resistance Is Futile" is the usual wildly irresponsible, intermittently hateful, intellectually dishonest and
often funny Ann Coulter book. In the past, I've described Coulter as a performance artist more than a pundit.
What Coulter actually believes is often unclear because she's quite obviously too smart for many of her own
far-right arguments. But whatever the reason for Coulter's poisonous routine, she continues to play the part,
despite the toxic impact her persona has on the inflamed contemporary discourse.

ColinJ says

From the book: "Unlike regular stupid people, who know they’re stupid, our media and showbiz elites think
they’re geniuses. They have a mollusk’s grasp of historical concepts. Hitler: bad; Nazi: bad; Fascist: bad.
Therefore, what’s the worst thing Trump could be? Hitler! Trump is just like Hitler..."

Mocking the Left for their hysterical, infantile over-reaction to the Trump presidency may seem like
shooting fish in a barrel, but when you have such a crack-shot like Ann Coulter you savour every infuriating,
face-palming moment of her new book.

Coulter's favourite target has always been the media. So this is Ann in her element, taking a flamethrower to
the lies peddled by the corrupt Fake News media who have dropped all pretence of being remotely concerned
with the best interests of the American people.

Overall, this is pretty lightweight stuff for Coulter compared to some of her other tomes, and can be read in a
couple of hours. But she remains one of our era's most important historians. She uncovers the truth from
under generations of Leftist lies and does it with wit and a highly accessible style.

Sam Sattler says

Really not much new for anyone who's been paying attention, but "Resistance Is Futile" serves as a nice
summary of how the media and the more leftist wing of the Democratic Party lost their way after Trump
came along. The book is an exposé of the sad state of American politics today - and it should serve as
somewhat of a warning about the dangerous times we are living in, a time when politicians from both sides
are willing to bend or break the law in order to move along their own specific agendas...the law be damned.


